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ABSTRACT

The impact of energetic alpha particle wave absorption on the range of fre-
quencies for efficient fast wave current drive in an ITER-like fusion reactor core
is investigated. The energetic alpha damping decrement is calculated, using an
exact slowing down distribution function, and compared to electron and fuel ion
damping over a wide range of frequencies. A combination of strong alpha damping
and edge electron absorption in the higher ion harmonic regime limits efficient core
fast wave current drive to the lower harmonics (1=2.3). However, high frequency
fast waves may be employed to generate current in the outer plasma region.

INTRODUCTION

Fast wave current drive was proposed as one of the techniques to achieve
steady-state operation in the ITER tokamak reactor.[l] This scheme relies on the
wave energy being absorbed by the electrons via the Landau and TTMP processes.
Thus, to maximize its efficiency, other competing wave damping mechanisms, such
as alpha particle and fuel ion absorption, have to be avoided at all cost. In this
paper, a physics model[2] is used to calculate the power damping decrement of
the fast wave due to the energetic alpha particles, which is then compared to the
electron and fuel ion damping decrements over a wide range of wave and plasma
parameters. It is found that the presence of the alpha particles severely limit the
range of frequencies in which efficient core current drive can be achieved.

DAMPING BY ENERGETIC ALPHAS

For purposes of illustration, a 1-D, radial slab plasma model first is used
to simulate propagation of the fast wave along the equatorial plane in tokamak
geometry. The alpha damping decrement 7Q along the radial direction is given
by:

Pa

where PQ is the absorbed power density, Vgj_ is the group velocity and Uemp is
the wave energy density. To evaluate Vg± and Uemp, the cold plasma fast wave
dispersion relation is solved. Pa can be calculated by:

Po = m, ,JdvS-v (2)
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where 5 = -Dr/ • dFQ/dv is the RF-induced flux in velocity space. Dr/ is the
Kennel and Engelmann diffusion tensor[3] due to the Doppier-shifted resonance
of the wave with the alphas, and Fa(v) is die alpha velocity distribution function.
In Eq. (2), the integral is over a region of velocity space in which the harmonic
alpha resonance condition is satisfied. Noting that Fa(v) is essentially isotropic
provided the RF-induced diffusion is weak compared to collisional diffusion and
integrating over v\\ in Eq. (2), one obtains

m.
(3)

where |t?j| is given in [3], tv,,,z = (w - /UJCQ)//C|| and vt = (u=0 - f;e,j)1/2, with
t/Qo being the alpha velocity at birth with an energy of 3.5 MeV. In Eq. (3) the
summation over / is for |1 — lu>ea/u>\ < |iV|| jvQo/c; thus the number of resonances
is given by: A/ ~ 2|iV|||(i>c,0/c)(u;/u>CQ).

In Eq. (3) it can be seen that the main contribution of absorption comes from
the region with v ~ VQ0. Furthermore, the damping is dependent on the gradient
of FQ with respect to v in the same region. Thus a relatively accurate form of
Fa is crucial for the calculation of Pa. As such, the model of Kolesnichenko[4] is
employed for the present calculations, being given by:

(4)

where ua = {2Ti/ma)
1/2, na0 = nQTaQ, ha = nonT((Tv)DT is the alpha particle

source rate. T Q 0 ( ~ T"e
3/2/ne) is the alpha slowing down time, r ^ is the alpha

particle confinement time, fOJ\f(v) is the normalized thermal alpha distribution
function and G(v) is given in [4]. In writing Eq. (4), it is assumed that ro0 <?C
Tpa. This implies that only the thermal alphas are allowed to diffuse, a good
approximation under typical reactor conditions. Wong and Ono[5] calculated
-ja by the unmagnetized orbit method and their results appear to give damping
weaker than those reported here, for u^ < u> <§;

Fa(v) = ———^<—faM(v) + -[ I il~ faM(v)}G(v)}
(7r1'2va)

d {Ta0 3 \maj )

COMPARISION OF DAMPING DECREMENTS

A code is written to compare 7a with the electron and fuel ion damping
decrements, -ye and OXJT respectively, over a wide range of parameters. Both fe and
1D.T are calculated in a manner analogous to Eq. (1). Electron Landau and TTMP
processes are included while mode conversion effects at the ion harmonics are
neglected. In general, at the higher ion harmonics, effects of cyclotron absorption
by the fuel ions and mode conversion are relatively weak and can be neglected.[6|
In Figs. l(a) and (b), the damping decrements are shown as a function of JVIJ

for two frequencies. 320 MHz and 640 MHz. corresponding to the 8th and 16th
deuterium cyclotron harmonics at B = 5.371 respectively. A typical set of average
ITER parameters is used, with nr = 0.7 x 10~14cm~3 and Tt = 16.7AreV". For this
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set of parameters, n a / / n e = 0.005, where naf is the fast alpha density respectively.
In both cases. j a decreases sharply with iVj| while % peaks gently at i\r|j = 4.5
and 3.0 respectively, probably due to dispersive effects. It is noted that in the
Ari| range where 7Q approaches zero, oj/kx > t'ao which implies that there is no
interaction between the fast wave and the alpha particles. This result appears to
suggest that at the higher harmonics, alpha damping can be made weak compared
to electron absorption by increasing k\\. However, in a qualitative sense, for wave
penetration to the plasma core, one requires (7, +fQ)a < 1? where a is the minor
radius. In ITER, a is 180cm which implies (7e-f7c,) < 0.006cm"1. Examination of
Fig. 1 indicates that this condition is not satisfied for the high frequency regime.

In Fig. 2, the various damping decrements are plotted as a function of deu-
terium cyclotron harmonics, ranging in frequency from 60 MHz to 660 MHz, at a
fixed /V*i| of 3.0. The same plasma parameters are used as in Fig. 1. The spike on
the left corresponds to the 2u>c£) resonance while 7e increases monotonically with
frequency at c/(N\\ve) = 1.30. 7Q exhibits discrete structure at low frequency, and
harmonic overlapping starts to occur above W/LDCD = 11.6/jVj| where it decreases
with frequency until it is exceeded by 7e at u>/u>c£> ~ 9. Note that dominant
electron damping occurs at U/U)CD ~ 2 — 3 and beyond 10, where efficient current
drive is possible. However, using the qualitative argument above, it appears that
core current drive is possible only at the lower harmonics for ITER. For a rigorous
assessment of this effect, plasma profiles need to be taken into account.

RESULTS OF 1-D CALCULATIONS

A series of 1-D calculations are carried out to simulate launching from the low
field side along the equatorial plane. Toroidal effects are maintained by setting BR
and Arjji? constant, where B is th" toroidal field and R is the major radius coordi-
nate. Again a set of ITER parameters are used: ft, = 550cm, a = 180cm, Bo =
5.3T, and parabolic profiles with ne0 = 1.05 x 1014cm-3.. aN = 0.5, TeQ = 33.3fceV
and OCT = 1-0, with r ^ = 2sec. In Fig. 3(a), the fraction of power absorbed by
electrons is shown as a function of jV|| for 320 MHz and 640 MHz. In both cases,
electron absorption increases rapidly with A ĵ, with stronger electron damping in
the 640 MHz case for the same JVt|. In all these runs, there is 100% single pass
absorption and the alphas absorb the rest of the power. Figure 3(b) depicts the
deepest wave penetration expressed in terms of the normalized flux radius r/a. It
is clear that for all cases at the higher harmonics, either alpha particle absorption
dominates at low Ny or strong electron damping prevails at high A'j, resulting in
little wave penetration to the core.

RESULTS OF RAY TRACING CALCULATIONS

The RAYFAS 3-D ray tracing code[7] has been used to model wave launching
and current drive from various poloidal locations along the circumference of the
plasma outermost flux surface. An empirical scaling[8] of the normalized current
drive efficiency j / p based on a series of relativistic Fokker-Planck calculations^]
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has been incorporated into RAYFAS. This scaling takes into account trapped
electron degradation and is an analytical function of r/R^,, Zfff, c/N^ve and 0,
where (r, 6) is the location of wave absorption. An approximate equilibrium is
assumed with « = 2.0, d = 0.4, 8 = 0.1, qo - 1.0 and q* = 3.25, while ITER
plasma parameters are used with Ztfj = 2. As an example, shown in Fig. 4 is a ray
launched from a poloidal angle of 60° with an initial N\\ of 5 at a frequency of 320
MHz. Figs. 4(a), (b), (c) and (d) respectively show the ray trajectory projected
onto the minor cross-section, the JVj| evolution, the radial power absorption profiles
for the various species and the driven current density profile. In this case, fairly
good penetration is obtained with 97% electron absorption.

Figs. 5(a), (b) and (c) summarize the general ray tracing results for the high
harmonic fast wave current drive scenarios. Four rays are used as examples,
namely: (A) 320 MHz, 6O = -30°, (B) 320 MHz, 0o = 60°, (C) 640 MHz, 6O =
-30° and 640 MHz, 6O = 60", where 6O is the launching poloidal location. Fig.
5(a) shows the current drive efficiency 1/P for each of the rays as a function of
initial N\\ ranging from 1.0 to 5.0. The efficiency peaks around Arj| = 2 — 3 and
drops off in both directions, the lower Ar|| due to dominant alpha absorption as
indicated in Fig. 5(b). The drop in I/P at higher N\\ may be due to absorption by
lower energy electrons, a large portion of which are trapped away from the plasma
axis, as indicated in Fig. 5(c). Note also from Fig. 5(a) that rays with smaller
6O, i.e. rays A and C, are characterized by lower I/P due to more severe trapped
degradation. Comparison between Figs. 3 and 5 indicates that the 1-D model does
give a qualitatively correct picture of absorption and penetration, irrespective of
where the ray is launched.

It appears that to drive current in the core with the fast wave, a lower harmonic
range of frequencies have to be used. An example is shown in Figs. 6 where a wave
frequency of 60 MHz is employed, which places the 2u>c£> surface outside the low
field edge of the plasma, a case which has been visited before. [1] For an incident
JV|J of 2.0 and launching from the low field side along the equatorial plane, the
wave easily penetrates the core with generating a current profile peaked on axis
and a 20% absorption by tritium at its second harmonic resonance surface located
on the high field side of the magnetic axis. There is practically no interaction with
the alpha particles.

A series of ray tracing calculations is carried out for the second harmonic fast
wave current drive scenario and the results are given in Figs. 7(a) and (b). The
wave absorption characteristics, such as single pass absorption and the distribution
of power among the species, are shown in Fig. 7(a) as a function of incident jV|j.
The wave is launched along the equatorial plane. Tritium absorption decreases
with Ar|| simply because electron damping becomes stronger, while energetic alpha
particle absorption becomes significant at higher Ar|j due to the Doppler-shifted
resonance at the second harmonic. Surprisingly good efficiency is obtained at
JY|| = 2 —3 as indicated by Fig. 7(b). because of dominant wave absorption by hot
electrons near the axis where the effect of trapped electrons weakens. As JVi| is



increased. I/P decreases due to more severe trapped electron degradation as more
of the wave energy is absorbed at larger r/Rg, and stronger alpha absorption.

CONCLUSIONS

The role of alpha damping in determining the parameter regime of efficient
core fast wave current drive has been examined in the context of ITER. It is
found that current drive at the higher harmonics is limited to the outer half of
the plasma volume due to either strong damping by energetic alpha particles or
strong electron absorption at the edge when the alpha damping can be avoided.
In view of the previous observationfll) that the 60 MHz fast wave current drive
invariably results in a highly peaked current profile near the axis, a combination
with 320 MHz fast waves and/or 8 GHz lower hybrid waves may be required to
maintain a reasonably broad current profile, in addition to the bootstrap current.
If launching from the top or bottomilO] is allowed in ITER, it is likely that a single
frequency fast wave system at the lower harmonics will be sufficient to generate
a broad current profile.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 (a) Fast wave damping decrements due to various plasma species at
320 MHz as a function of A'j, using average ITER plasma parameters,
(b) Same as (a) except at 640 MHz.

Fig. 2 Fast wave damping decrements due to various plasma species at Arij =
3 as a function of deuterium harmonic, using average ITER parameters-

Fig. 3 (a) Fraction of power absorbed by electrons calculated from 1-D
model for ITER as a function of Ar|, for 320 MHz and 640 MHz. (b)
Deepest wave penetration expressed as r/Ro for the cases in (a) as a
function of iVj|.

Fig. 4 Example of ray trajectory at high ion harmonic at 320 MHz. JV|| = 5
and 9O = 60° in ITER geometry, (a) Projection of ray onto minor
cross-section of plasma, (b) N\\ evolution, (c) species power absorption
profiles, and (d) generated current density profile.

Fig. 5 Summary of results of ray tracing calculations in the high ion har-
monics. Ray A: 320 MHz, 6O - -30°; ray B: 320 MHz, 6O = 60°; ray
C: 640 MHz, 6O = -30° and ray D: 640 MHz, 6O = 60°. (a) Current
drive efficiency I/P as a function of Afy, (b) Fraction of power absorbed
by electrons as a function of n\\, and (c) deepest wave penetration ex-
pressed as r/Ro as a function of Ar|j.

Fig. 6 Example of ray trajectory at low ion harmonic at 60 MHz. Ar|| = 2
and launching from the low field side at 0o — 0° in ITER geometry, (a)
Projection of ray onto plasma minor cross-section, (b) N\\ evolution,
(c) species power absorption profiles, and (d) generated current density
profile.

Fig. 7 Summary of results of ray tracing calculations in the low ion harmonic
current drive scenario at 60 MHz and launching from the low field
side with 60 = 0°, in ITER geometry, (a) Single-pass absorption and
distribution of power among species as a function of A^. (b) Current
drive efficiency I/P as a function of N\\.
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